When most of the blind girls of the world do not find a way to get out of the courtyard of the house, the female blind cricketers of Nepal are making preparation to participate in second international cricket series in Pakistan, slated to begin from 5th January to 15th January 2019. This participation leaves a different meaning and excitement to blind girls cricketers as for the ever first time they are traveling outside the country to play in an international series. In 2014, these girls made the country proud by winning all the matches against the blind women cricket team from U.K and that had been possible through the generous support from you all. Now, the time has come again to repeat the same history. Let’s support these girls mission to motivate thousands of blind girls like them to come out to the society. Despite their blindness, these girls from small country bear a caliber to do a big job if we all joint hand to support their mission.

In 2018, when Nepalese blind cricket team were booked tickets to Amritsar to enter Pakistan by train to participate in fifth one day blind cricket world cup, Unfortunately, the train got cancelled due to bad weather and players had a horrible journey to Amritsar using almost all means of transportation like bus, metro, taxi, van and auto rickshaw. But, this is not possible when blind girls are traveling and their safety cannot be compromised.

So, if you wish to see these blind girls cricketers flying to Pakistan Safely and returning back home with international victory in hand then you can be the part of this mission by making online donation by clicking the following button.

Donate Now